Mounting the lens should seem easy. Turn it gently until it snaps into place.

Make sure the tripod head is tightly screwed onto the tripod plate.

This knob loosens the tripod plate.

Use this knob to loosen and expand the phone grip.

Top is Wide
Bottom is Tele

The assembled kit
Assembling iPhone 12 Filmmaking Kit

Mount the phone by loosening the phone grip, sliding it up, then sliding back down until it clamps on the phone. Now tighten the knob.

This knob allows you to control the tilt.

Tighten or loosen the ball head itself.

Control the pan.

This gives you full mobility.

The shoe mount will slide into the mount on top of the tripod from the back, or from the side of your phone screen.

When you plug the mic into the phone this light will flash.